
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

March 1, 2012 

To: imaagingequipmment@enerrgystar.gov 
U.S. Envvironmentaal Protectionn Agency (EEPA) 

Subject:   Kodak comments onn Draft 1 Veersion 2.0 EENERGY S TAR Imaging Equipment 
specificaation and suupporting ddocuments, February 110, 2012 

Dear Sirr/Madam: 

Eastmann Kodak Coompany (Koodak) is subbmitting co mments reggarding Draaft 1 Versioon 
2.0 ENEERGY STARR Imaging EEquipment specificatioon and supporting doccuments isssued 
Februaryy 10, 2012..   Kodak seells printerss, scannerss and multifuunction devvices that aare 
qualifiedd under the current Energy Star Immaging Equuipment sppecificationss and will bee 
affected by the proposed channges to the specificatioons. Thesse comments focus onn 
functional adders aand non eneergy requireements. 

Larger aallowancess are needed for funcctional addders , partiicularly WiiFi 
responssiveness dduring sleeep. 
Kodak iss concernedd that the pproposed chhanges to the primary and seconndary functioonal 
adder alllowances aare too extrreme and not supporteed by any ddata made ppublic by EPA. 
The currrent Versionn 1.2 Imagiing Equipmment Specification provvides primaary and 
secondaary functionnal adder allowances too accommoodate the ppower consuumption in 
sleep mode for addditional capabilities succh as data and networrk interfacees. In Version 
2.0, EPAA proposes eliminatingg allowancees for seconndary functtional adderrs, revising 
down the allowancees for primaary functionnal adders, and only inncluding onne primary 
functional adder. EEPA justifie s the reducctions on the basis of iimproveme nts in energgy 
efficienccy. Howeveer EPA supplies no daata to suppoort this drasstic reductioon. Kodak 
agrees tthat imagingg equipmennt has imprroved efficieency, but dooes not believe that 
reductions that in ssome casess can be over 80% aree readily achievable. 

With thee proposed changes, KKodak belieeves that EPPA will be pproviding ann advantage to 
equipmeent that conntains few feeatures thaat must be mmaintained during sleeep or quickly 
activatedd from sleeep. EPA haas typically reduced thee allowablee energy in the range oof 
30-40% from one vversion to thhe next andd Kodak believes that primary funnctional addder 
reductions that are in that rangge are morre reasonabble and connsistent withh past policcies. 
A 30-40% reductionn in allowannces for funnctional addders will bee effective inn significanntly 
reducingg energy coonsumption by imagingg equipmennt. 

Of particcular conceern is the staatement thaat there will be no alloowance for ffunctional 
adders tthat are nott active during the testt (line 150). "Active" ass used heree implies th e 
interfacee is conneccted and infoormation iss being exchhanged. However circcuitry to 
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support other interfaces are also operating at a quiescent level, ready to be connected 
during sleep mode. The responsiveness of disconnected interfaces during sleep is a 
major element of high product quality, which is one of EPA's guiding principles. Without 
responsiveness, the device could not be kept in the sleep state under many user 
scenarios, defeating the goal of reducing energy consumption.  Functional adder power 
allocation is necessary to enable quiescent operation, including a WiFi radio module in 
a product where USB is the primary connection. It is reasonable for ES to allocate 
0.75W for WiFi quiescent power consumption during sleep mode. Lack of functional 
adders for quiescent states may have a substantial impact on the ability to quickly 
recover either sacrificing function or reducing the time the user keeps the device in 
sleep mode. 

Energy Star should maintain its simple focus on energy efficiency to maintain it’s 
clear brand message. 
Kodak believes Energy Star does an excellent job of informing consumers which 
products meet energy efficiency standards. Energy Star is well known and has easily 
understood standards throughout the US, the EU, and Japan.  In order to maintain this 
reputation, Kodak believes Energy Star should maintain its focus on energy efficiency 
and not become an all purpose ecolabel.  There are many other ecolabels (i.e. EPEAT) 
that deal with non-energy issues and it is prudent for Energy Star to continue its primary 
focus on energy and let the other ecolabels deal with the broader range of 
environmental issues for which they are designed.  Unfortunately in this specification, 
EPA is proposing that these non-energy issues become part of Energy Star.   

Previously, EPA stated that they do not “aim to create product differentiation around 
non-energy requirements;” but this will be the effect of this new program.  EPA’s 
proposed approach will lead the program to become the Energy/Materials /Disassembly 
Star program, losing its clarity for the consumer and driving up costs for qualification.  
While Kodak understands the desire to ensure that products qualified through Energy 
Star are also leaders in other environmental areas, this complicates the standards, the 
qualification process, and the meaning of the Energy Star label.  These additional non-
energy requirements, many of which are vague, create verification problems for the 
individual products and the complete ES program.  If certain requirements can be 
demonstrated clearly and others cannot, it will be easy for critics of the Energy Star 
program to point out that requirements are unverifiable and the program should not be 
trusted. Kodak already has health, safety, and environmental standards that exceed 
regulatory standards to deal with the types of issues in this proposal.  Kodak’s internal 
standards include the elimination of restricted materials from the supply chain, proper 
end of life disposition, design for disassembly, sustainable packaging, and supplier 
responsibility. Although Kodak supports the intention of these ES programs, ES is 
neither the most effective or most efficient way to deal with these issues.  It is better that 
Energy Star continue to excel at energy efficiency recognition, rather than do a 
mediocre job in multiple areas. 

The inclusion of non-energy requirements destroys the equivalency between the US, 
EU and Japanese ES programs. July 6th comments filed by the European Commission 
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in regards to Draft 1 Line 337 – Toxicity, “We consider that in the context of EU 
ENERGY STAR, preparatory work should remain focused on energy consumption in the 
use phase.” As a company that sells in many markets, Kodak supports this request to 
maintain international harmonization. 
Kodak’s detailed concerns with the non-energy requirements are discussed below. 

The ROHS requirements are not needed, are not consistent with EU RoHS, and 
should not be included in the Energy Star Imaging equipment specifications. 
EPA has proposed EU RoHS-like material standards for imaging equipment, noting that 
“products that currently meet the EU RoHS Directive would satisfy this toxicity 
requirement.” However this statement is not true unless all the EU RoHS  exemptions 
are added. Kodak believes all exemptions to RoHS should be added, so there is a 
single compliance approach, but EPA has only proposed a few exemptions.  While we 
believe all exemptions should be available, the following are more critical: 
• Lead in high temp solder, 
• lead as an alloy in steel, 
• mercury in glass in fluorescent light tubes 

Additionally, there is some concern that third party verifiers need to obtain the full supply 
chain RoHS restricted material declarations, even if it states that third party verification 
of the non-energy requirements is not required. 

EPA notes that most imaging equipment is already meeting RoHS, undercutting the 
justification for an additional requirement.  EPA has presented no data showing that an 
ES RoHS requirement would provide any improvement over the current situation.  
However, it can be guaranteed that this requirement will cost additional time and money 
to demonstrate compliance. 

The design for ease of dissassebly requirement is not central to the Energy Star 
mission, not consistent with safety requirements, too vague to be verified, and 
should not be part of the Energy Star Partners Agreement. 
“Imaging Equipment products shall be designed for ease of disassembly and 
recyclability where  external enclosures, sub-enclosures, chassis and electronic 
subassemblies are easily removable  with commonly available tools, by hand, or by a 
recycler's automated processes. Products shall identify and provide ease of access to, 
and removal of, materials with special handling needs.” (3.6.2)  This is a vague 
requirement without specific technical and safety exceptions.  It is not easy to determine 
whether equipment is in compliance with this requirement.  There are also many safety 
requirements and other issues that prohibit ease of disassembly in certain situations, 
but are not addressed as exemptions in this simple statement.   

EPA notes that this standard is harmonized with IEEE 1680.1.  However the ease of 
disassembly requirements in 1680.1 are only applicable to institutional products and 
only address external enclosures which can generally be removed without entering 
devices with electrical, mechanical, chemical or radiation hazards where unskilled 
disassembly may create safety issues.  A more recent IEEE draft 1680.2 Imaging 
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standard has requirement for ease of disassembly except in situations where it is not 
technically or legally feasible. IEEE 1680.1 is also being revised so it is unclear if the 
same type of requirement will be in the next draft.  It is unlikely that any imaging 
equipment could meet the ease of disassembly requirement without exemptions for 
electrical, mechanical, chemical or radiation hazards. 

In addition to the need for technical and safety exceptions, there is no indication of how 
this requirement will be demonstrated and verified.  This concern is magnified because 
EPA now requires third party verifiers, creating another level of interpretation of this 
vague requirement. 

In conclusion, Kodak recommends that the non-energy requirements not be part of 
Energy Star. While the desire to improve all the products environmental impacts is 
admirable and consistent with Kodak programs, this Energy Star proposal leads to 
unnecessary complexity, reducing the clarity of the Energy Star label, increasing costs 
of qualification, creating confusion over qualification criteria and verification 
requirements, and risking the Energy Star program reputation. 

Timelines for Transition to V2.0 
The current 9 month timeline is generally insufficient to redesign products to meet new 
Energy Star requirements. Products being manufactured in 9 months are generally 
completely designed at this time.  If the goal is not just to identify top performing units, 
but to push design changes, Kodak recommends a 1 ½ year transition from the 
finalization of V2.0 to the enforcement date. 

Specification and Test Method should be clarified so that fax testing is not 
required for multifunctional devices if that is not their primary function. 
The Explanation of Draft 1 Proposed Levels for Operational Mode (OM) Products and 
Functional Adder Allowances" for the 1st draft of v2.0 Imaging Equipment Spec 
indicates only one interface can be used in the test, but Section 3.4.4 of the spec clearly 
allows for up to 2 interfaces (line 462-463) with the second required to be fax if present, 
but can be also be Flash memory-card/smartcard readers, camera interfaces, or 
PictBridge if available. 

The final draft of V2.0 Imaging Equipment test method also provides contradictory 
requirements regarding the number of network connections allowed, including fax lines 
and network connections (Section 6.1 and 6.2), and is unclear on whether it is required 
to include fax testing when that is not the primary function of the UUT (section 6.2).  

There seems to be no reason to require a second interface to be a fax if it is not the 
primary function of the device, so Kodak recommends modifying the language to clarify 
this point. 
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If you haave questioons or wouldd like to disscuss any oof these commments, pleease contact 
myself aat Roy.Woood@Kodak.com or 5855-588-75388 or Gerry BBrown at 8558-673-28455 or 
Gerald.MM.Brown@ Kodak.comm. 

Sincerely, 

Roy W. Woood 
Kodak Heaalth Safety and Enviroonment 


